Spreading of information within social media and techniques related to viral marketing take more and more attention from companies focused on targeting audiences within electronic systems. Recent years resulted in extensive research centered around spreading models, selection of initial nodes within networks and identification of campaign characteristics affecting the assumed goals. While social networks are usually based on complex structures and high number of users, the ability to perform detailed analysis of mechanics behind the spreading processes is very limited. The presented study shows an approach for selection of campaign parameters with the use of network samples and theoretical models. Instead of processing simulations on large network, smaller samples and theoretical networks are used. Results showed that knowledge derived from relatively smaller structures is helpful for initialization of spreading processes within the target network of larger size. Apart from agent based modeling, multi-criteria methods were used for evaluation of results from the perspective of costs and performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Online platforms evolved from early stage technical systems to social media with integrated mechanics of social communication and interactions close to the real world [1] . Together with growing audiences, they attracted more attention of marketers. Apart from typical digital marketing channels based on display advertising and search engines new strategies focused on social media emerged. They include mechanism based on detailed targeting, consumer behavior analysis and commercial content dissemination with the use mechanisms of information spreading.
Results delivered from viral campaigns usually outperform traditional campaigns because of the utilized social influence and ability to induce high dynamics even with low budgets [2] . Social recommendations have high impact on customer decisions and, properly integrated with marketing communication [3] , help to further increase performance [4] .
The recent studies focused on viral marketing take into account data from real platforms as well as theoretical network models [5] . One of the goals is to increase campaign dynamics and coverage with properly selected initial customers during the seeding process [6] . Apart from static networks, dynamic networks with varying structures are taken into account [7] . Other approaches take into account multi-layer structure of networks representing specifics of real social relations based on different networks, for example private and professional contacts [8] .
Theoretical and simulation models are used for prediction of network coverage. They can be derived from analytic models used in epidemiology [9] or can be more focused on network structures and characteristics [10] . Other possibility is to use theories and models related to the diffusion of innovations [11] .
While most of the research is focused on coverage and number of infected nodes within the network, from the practical point of view, marketing campaigns can have different goals and specifics. They are planned within assumed budget constraints and timing. A different strategy can be used to acquire high number of potential customers in a very short time than for a long term planning and organic growth of customer database. Campaign budget influences the number of initially infected nodes (seeds) and demographic characteristics. The quality of seeds and their number can be a key factor of campaign coverage and overall results. Additional budgets can be used to increase campaign dynamics or lifespan. To take into account various goals multi-criteria campaign evaluation can be used to select campaign parameters and goals according to preferences and priorities [12] . Earlier research has shown that in order to reduce computational complexity, campaigns can be planned with the use of simulations within smaller synthetic networks based on theoretical model. However, since the theoretical models might not always fit the real networks, the current study proposes the use of network samples for the initial simulations and detection of campaign parameters. Both approaches were compared with results obtained from the complete network and showed the ability to obtain approximate results with network samples.
The paper comprises of five main sections. After this introduction, in Section II literature review is presented. It is followed by the methodology presented within Section III and results in Section IV. Paper is concluded in Section V.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Social platforms gather detailed information about user behavior and social relations with the main goal to better address commercial messages and properly target products and services [13] . The growing complexity and volumes of the collected data is a direct result of the growing number of users and that their activities moved to electronic systems [14] , [15] . Social platforms are treated as tools to use social influence mechanisms to spread information between friends with the impact strengthened by social recommendations. Contacts within social networks are used to pass the information and it often induces information cascades as a main driver of viral marketing campaigns. Multidisciplinary nature of phenomena connected with information diffusion integrates efforts from scientists from various fields like sociology, computer science, physics and management with a different theoretical and practical goals [4] [9] [6] .
For better understanding of the information spreading processes, theoretical models are used and they are often implemented within agent based environment or used for analytic studies [16] . Methodological background of studies is often based on models initially created for epidemic research like SIR or SIS with taken into account analytic view on processes and their dynamics [9] . Apart from them, more dedicated solutions were created to create models on microscopic level using information about network structures and relations between users. They are based on two key mechanisms represented by linear threshold models [11] and independent cascades [10] . Linear threshold model, with its later extensions, assumes the social influence induced by neighbors with the network and information flow when the number of neighbors exceeds assumed threshold. Cascading models use different mechanics with spreading based on propagation probabilities and communication with surrounding neighbors and passing content to them. These approaches can be treated as pull and push spreading models. Spreading models can be also used for analysis based on aggregated and macroscopic level [17] .
Apart from the mechanics of the information spreading, the dynamics of processes are related to network models and their structures. For the simplest approaches, static networks of non-varying structures are used. More closer to reality are approaches focused on dynamic networks with a changing number of social connections or availability of nodes [18] . For better representation of real systems multi-layer networks are used with spreading dependent on connections between layers, their structures or similarities [8] .
Many studies related to information spreading take into account the selection of initial customers, in a form of a seeding process, targeted with product samples or other marketing content with the main goal to motivate them to spread the information to friends within the network [6] . Proper selection of seeds is crucial for successful campaigns, but the problem identified as influence maximization problem is NPhard [10] . Greedy solutions deliver effective results, but with the high computational cost they are difficult to use within real networks [10] . More practical approaches base on heuristics and a selection of nodes with the use of the network metrics like degree or betweenness. Centrality measures can be used for selection of initial influencers with assumed characteristics [19] [20] .
Apart from seeding only once at the beginning of the process, knowledge about the process performance can be gathered and used for additional actions to improve the process characteristics. Adaptive approaches can be used [21] to increase the reach and better utilize the available knowledge. Other possibility is to spread the seeds over the time and better utilize the natural spreading processes. It can be applied in a form of sequential seeding [22] or its extension with recomputed nodes' rankings at every simulation step [23] . Further improvement of seeding can be performed with the use of knowledge about community structures within the network [24] , voting mechanics [25] or k-shell based approach dedicated for identification of nodes with high spreading potential [26] .
Apart from single campaigns spreading, processes can interact or compete [27] . For such scenarios seeding can be planned to increase the chance of process to survive among competitors or reach audiences in a shortest time before other processes acquire them. Similar situation takes place in epidemic research where two or more pathogens are competing with each other or conditional infections are observed with activity of first virus required for next viruses. Competing scenarios are observed when awareness spreading is deceasing dynamics of epidemic [28] . It lead to extension of the single campaign models to multi-spreading processes for viral marketing studies [29] .
Another studies take into account content specifics and network structures [30] , proper ways to motivate users to forward the content [31] , influence of emotions on content propagation processes [32] [33] and other structural or functional factors [34] [35] .
The earlier studies focused mainly on influence maximization to increase coverage within the network. Campaign evaluation was was also discussed as a multi-criteria problem [12] . Campaigns performed within agent based simulation environment were evaluated with the use of set of criteria related to budgets, campaign costs and the number of target nodes. Model output was delivering solutions with defined number of seeds or propagation probabilities. Study also showed the ability to perform simulations with theoretical models and apply selected strategies to real network. The current study extends the presented approach and uses network samples created with the use of snowball sampling [36] .
III. METHODOLOGY
Viral marketing campaigns can be based on various strategies. During the campaign planning, decisions are taken about optimal number of initial seeds, methods used for their selection, motivation techniques used for users to increase their willingness to spread the content and type of incentives used to increase the propagation probabilities. Similar problems are related to campaign evaluation and selection of campaign metrics dependent on campaign goals. Other performance metrics can be used for campaigns focused on high network coverage than on highly targeted processes addressed only to specific customers.
While social networks store information about users, connections and network structures, it is possible to analyze information before campaign to optimize the strategy and maximize results. With the assumed campaign scenarios and goals it is possible to simulate and test different strategies for selection of campaign parameters. Due to high computational complexity it would be difficult for larger networks.
The approach proposed in this paper assumes the generation of synthetic networks based on theoretical models, generation of network samples based on real network, performing simulations focused on verification of different seeding strategies and campaign parameters and evaluation of results with the use of MCDA methods and, finally, launching the campaign within the real network (see Fig. 1 )
Simulations can be performed within synthetic networks based on theoretical models like Barabasi-Albert model (BA) [37] , Watts-Strogatz (WS) model [38] and Erdos-Renyi model (ER) [39] . The size of synthetic networks can be adjusted with reference to the size of real network and it can be a fraction of the real network e.g. 10%, 20%, 30% etc. It is also important to select proper network model with high similarity to real network. The presented approach uses Kullback-Leibler measure (KL) to compare network similarities [40] . Number of nodes and edges within synthetic network can be scaled for better performance and accuracy.
Since a real network not always must be similar to idealized theoretical models, another approach can be based on network samples generated as a fraction of the real network. Snowball sampling can be used to obtain smaller structures, which would allow to perform simulations easier, yet with assumed similarity to the full network structures. Samples can be scaled from lower to higher fraction of the complete network. It is assumed that accuracy of simulations in the bigger samples is more close to the real network but computational complexity is lower for the smaller samples.
The simulations for all samples and synthetic networks are performed with the use of various campaign parameters. The number of seeds represented by the seeding fraction (SF) and its effect on total coverage can be verified and is the representation of a campaign budget. Another decisions are related to seed selection strategy (SS). It can be based on different network metrics and it is also related to campaign costs. For example, targeting high degree nodes can be more expensive than low degree nodes.
From the other point of view, the selection of nodes with high closeness can be more expensive than the selection of nodes with high degree because of higher computational complexity required to compute closeness metrics than degree. Another tested parameters are based on propagation probabilities (PP). For lower propagation probabilities, coverage within the network will be lower, but higher probabilities require higher motivation of users to forward the content. It may require incentives and is related to increased budgets.
To compare results from samples and synthetic networks, the proposed study performs analysis for all networks used. The MCDA module takes into account possible campaign success evaluation criteria like coverage, dynamics, campaign costs. In the subsequent step, the performance table obtained from the samples, as well as the criteria and preferences, are used to produce a ranking of possible advertising strategies with the selected MCDA method. After analyzing the ranking and performing robustness / sensitivity analysis, the analyst provides the campaign parameters recommendation for real network campaign.
In the prior research [12] , the authors successfully used the PROMETHEE II method [41] , [42] to evaluate viral marketing campaign strategies. However, in the proposed research the authors' wanted to emphasize the effect that the marketers' weights assigned to particular criteria have on the final strategies evaluation. Therefore, it was decided that full sensitivity analysis of the obtained solutions should be performed, which eliminated aspect of uncertainty of the decision maker's criteria preference. Moreover, since in the proposed approach the input data comes from simulations, data uncertainty can also be disregarded. However, the evaluation problem at hand still is characterized by weights and data expressed on a quantitative scale. Last, but not least, the obtained solution to the strategy evaluation problem should take the form of a complete ranking to allow the choice of the best strategy. Therefore, based on the analysis of 65 MCDA methods [43] , [44] and the guidelines included in [45] and [46] , the authors decided to found their approach on the TOPSIS (Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution) method [47] .
The TOPSIS method is a representative of the American MCDA school [48] which transforms all decision-making problem criteria into a single score value. In case of the TOPSIS method, based on the criterial performance of the evaluated criteria, a positive and negative ideal strategies are created, i.e. one which tops at each criterion and one that bottoms at all criteria. Subsequently, the score of each appraised strategy is computed as a relative distance between the strategy and both the positive and negative ideal solutions. Therefore, the best strategy would be the one which is closest to the positive ideal strategy, yet as far as possible from the negative ideal strategy in terms of criterial performance values.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Evaluation of viral marketing campaign strategies on a real network
The empirical study was based on a real network, a part of the topology of the Gnutella network as mapped in 2002 in the During the empirical study, the authors used the proposed framework to plan and simulate a viral marketing campaign. Ten simulation scenarios were generated to assure repeatability of the results regardless of the input parameters. Each scenario was composed of the weights drawn for each edge, ranging < 0; 1 >. These weights were later compared with the propagation probability of each node to determine whether or not the actual information propagation would occur.
As part of the simulations, a total of 400 sets of parameters were tested, built as a Cartesian product of the following simulation parameter values: 1) Par1 -0.01, 0.02, ..., 0.09, 0.10; 2) Par2 -0.01, 0.10, 0.20, ..., 0.90; 3) Par3 -degree (1), closeness (2), eigenvector centrality (3), betweenness (4) -the value is the rank of the method based on its computation speed. Consequently, 4000 simulations were performed for the [49] network. The results of each simulation run were registered, including inter alia the iteration during which the last infection occurred as well as the total coverage achieved, which values were labelled for the further evaluations as Eff4 and Eff5.
After the simulations concluded, the TOPSIS method was 666 PROCEEDINGS OF THE FEDCSIS. LEIPZIG, 2019 used to evaluate all 400 campaign scenarios. Initially, the weights of all criteria well set equal. The preference direction of the Par1-Par3 criteria was minimum and of the Eff4-Eff5 was maximum. Intuitively that would mean the decision maker would prefer low cost of the enterpreneurship, yet long duration and maximum coverage. The top 20 strategies are presented on Fig. 2 . The best strategy, A11, obtained φ net score of 0.7494. This strategy is based on low values of SF and PP (0.01 and 0.20 respectively) and degree as the method of seeding nodes selection. The runner-up alternative, A10, is based on the same SF and PP values, but uses closeness as the method for selecting the seeding nodes. As a result, slightly broader coverage was achieved in minutely less iterations (0.02s difference). The third-best strategy, A7, maintains the degree measure and the SF of 0.01, however it reduces the PP by half, to 0.10. Such strategy would non-negligibly reduce the costs of the campaign (lower investment in incentives), and, since less nodes at each step would get infected, the procedure would take longer (16.8 iterations on average). However, the obtained coverage is significantly lower, equal to 0.1334 of the network, which is over three-fold worse than the winning A11 strategy.
For the purposes of comparison, the worst strategy, A400, was based on high SF (0.10), high (ignitable) PP (0.9) and eigenvector centrality as the measure. As a result, the contamination process averagely finished within 5.1 iterations, with the mean coverage of 0.9722. Although almost full network gets covered with that strategy, it is important to note that the incentive costs for such strategy would be very high to achieve 90% propagation probability. Also the duration of the campaign would be low, which is against the DM's preferences.
One of the benefits of the TOPSIS method is the fact it allows to build an ideal reference model for the given evaluation problem. In case of the problem at hand, the ideal strategy would be based on degree for selecting the nodes to seed information to and only 1% nodes would be seeded. Incentives would be in place to generate an average propagation probability of 0.01%. With such parameters of the network, the DM would like the outcomes of the marketing campaign to be 19.6 iterations resulting in 97.22% coverage. It is important to note, however, that although ideal, such strategy is only a reference model and does not exist.
The rank presented on Fig. 2 is based on an assumption that the weight of each criterion on the final outcome is equal. However, the DM often gives more significance to some criteria over the others. One of the tremendous benefits of the utilisation of MCDA in the evaluation of viral marketing campaign strategies is the possibility to perform a sensitivity analysis, to learn how even slight changes in preferences of each criterion would affect the final outcome. Therefore, in a subsequent part of the research, a sensitivity analysis was performed to show how the ranking relations between the top 20 alternatives would change if the weights of each criterion would change. The analysis was divided into five parts, one for each criterion. During each phase, the weight of a single criterion was changed from 1 to 100, while the weights of the remaining criteria were set equally to 50.
The results of the sensitivity analysis are presented on Fig. 3 . The top row of the figure (A-E) presents how the score of each strategy changed, resulting from each criterion's weight change, whereas the bottom row of the figure (F-J) presents how that change affected the strategies' positions in the ranking. The analysis of Fig. 3A ,F shows that no matter how the weight of the criterion Par1 changed, strategy A11 remained the leading one. On the other hand, if the weight of this criterion dropped slightly below 40, strategy A7 would outrun strategy A10. Strategy A51 rank is not affected by the changes of weight of criterion Par1, whilst strategy A50 (ranked fifth) would be outrun by strategy A12 (ranked 7) if its weight was higher than 75. The analysis of the chart on Fig.  3A allows to observe, that while the score of alternatives A128, A131 and A132 is not significantly affected by the changes of Par1 weight, the remaining strategies gain more score as the weight of this criterion increases. A similar tendency can be observed on Fig. 3B , where the scores of all strategies increase along with the increase of significance of criterion Par2. When the weight of that criterion would exceed 90, the runnerup strategy A7 would outrun the strategy A11. An opposite tendency can be observed on Fig. 3E , where all alternatives lose score when the weight of Eff5 grows. Along with this criterion's weight growth, there are only little changes in the order of the three leading alternatives, however, if the weight of that criterion dropped close to 0, the leading strategy A11 would drop six positions to rank 7. This demonstrates the fact that strategy A11 is considerably supported by criterion Eff5. The observation of Fig. 3F -J shows that while for the criteria Par1 and Par2 the majority of rank changes occur when the weight of the criterion changes considerably, in case of criteria Par3 -Eff5, most of the rank changes occur with even minute changes of these criteria's weights.
B. Selection of synthetic networks
As it was presented in section IV-A, the proposed MCDA framework allows to successfully evaluate various viral marketing campaign strategies performed over a real network. However, full networks are rarely available for the entities ordering campaigns. Often, only characteristics of a network are provided. Moreover, running comprehensive simulations on a real networks containing multitude of nodes is also time consuming. Therefore, it is beneficial to perform simulations on smaller synthetic networks before launching the actual campaign on a real network.
Consequently, in the empirical research, apart from evaluating campaign strategies based on full, real network, the authors also used the proposed framework to perform simulations on synthetic networks, similar to the real one, but of a reduced size. The strategies' rankings obtained for synthetic networks were then compared to the ranking obtained for the real network. For the 10%, 30% and 50% size of the real network, BA, WS and ER networks were generated with the following parameters:
1) BA -number of nodes equal to 10%, 30% and 50% of the real network; number of edges m to add in each step equal to 1, 2, . . . , 5 -a total of 15 networks; 2) WS -number of nodes equal to 10%, 30% and 50% of the real network; the neighborhood within which the vertices of the lattice will be connected equal to 1, 2, . . . , 5 -a total of 15 networks; 3) ER -number of nodes equal to 10%, 30% and 50% of the real network; number of edges equal to the chosen number of nodes multiplied by 1, 2, . . . , 5 -a total of 15 networks. As a result, a set of 45 networks was generated. In order to avoid arbitrary decisions which network to run the simulations on, the Kullback-Leibler divergence measure was used to compare the degree distribution of all generated networks to the real one. Based on the smallest value of the KLD measure, three networks were selected for further simulations. The selected networks are presented in Table IV -B.
C. Viral marketing campaign strategies planning with synthetic networks
The results of the viral marketing campaign strategies planning with the use of the three aforementioned BA networks is presented in table on Fig. 4 . The analysis of the table allows to notice that regardless of the selected network size, in all three cases the same strategy A11 was chosen as the superior one, similarly to the real network case. While in case of the real network this strategy lasted averagely for 14.4 iterations and resulted in 0.5174 coverage, in case of the synthetic networks, the process averagely lasted 10 − 11.2 iterations (slightly shorter) and resulted in 0.5783 − 0.7049 coverage (slightly higher). The second best strategy in all three synthetic networks was strategy A51, which above, in case of the real network, was ranked fourth. This strategy is based on small values of SF and PP (0.02 and 0.20 respectively) and lasts averagely in 9.5 − 10.7 iterations resulting averagely in 0.5783 − 0.7049 coverage. The measure used here is also degree, as in the winning alternative.
The strategy A10, which for the real network evaluation was ranked second, in case of the synthetic networks reached place 3 for the 50% network and rank 4 for the remaining networks. More interesting is the case of strategy A7. On the real network it is ranked third, for the 30% network it remained at the same ranking position, however, for the 50% network it dropped to the fourth rank, whilst for the 10% network its ranking fell to 15th position. The strategy A7 is characterized by its very low SF and PP values (0.01 and 0.10 respectively) and degree as the measures which makes it one of the cheapest, with maximally extended information propagation process duration, on the cost of small final coverage. The duration of the process is very long for this strategy on the real network and the 30% and 50% networks (16.8, 12.8 and 13 iterations averagely, while the maximum average duration was 19.6, 12.9 and 13.7 iterations respectively). In case of the 10% synthetic network, the average duration is 9.7 iterations and the yielded coverage is lower, equal to 0.1784, which resulted in reduction of the A7's rank.
In case of the strategy A15 which for the 10% network is ranked third, it does not occur on the real network top-twenty list, and on the remaining synthetic networks it is below the first top-ten. This is an interesting difference, which can be further analyzed with the use of the sensitivity analysis (see Fig. 5 ). In case of the 10% network, the strategy is slightly supported by Par1 criterion. If the weight of criterion Par2 was increased, the strategy A15 would significantly drop in the ranking, down to rank 17. On the other hand, if the weight of the Par3 criterion became insignificant, strategy A15 would be ranked 10th. Regarding the efficiency rankings, Eff5 supports the strategy A15 (rank 11 to rank 1 increase when Eff5 weight increases from 1 to 100) and Eff4 is in conflict with A15 (rank 1 to rank 6 decrease when Eff4 weight increases from 1 to 
100).
The sensitivity analysis can also provide information about the overall stability of the obtained solution. In case of the 10% network, the ranking is very stable and the A11 strategy either remains on the winning rank or drops to the second position if the weight of Par2 drops below 40%, Par3 drops below 10%, Eff4 drops below 25%. The only significant change occurs for the Eff5 criterion, where A11 would drop to rank 2 if the Eff5's weight increased to over 60% and even further if the weight increased to over 75%. If exclusively Eff5 was considered, the A11 strategy would be ranked 13th.
Similar stability for Par1-Par3 can be observed for the 30% network, however if the weight of Eff4 increased significantly or the weight of Eff5 increased significantly, A11 would be ranked 6th.
Last, but not least, in case of the 50% synthetic network, A11 would remain ranked 1st regardless of Par1 weight, would drop to 2nd position if Par2 had weight exceeding 90 or would drop to 3rd position if Par3 had negligible weight. In case of Eff4, the stability interval of the obtained solution is 0 − 80, whilst in case of Eff5 the stability interval is 35 − 100.
D. Viral marketing campaign strategies planning with network samples
As it was stated in the methodology section of this paper, although synthetic networks allow to minimize the computational efforts, their resemblance to the actual real network might be insufficient. Therefore in the subsequent step of the research, the original real network [49] was sampled, resulting in 3 networks containing 10%, 30% and 50% of the original network. The sampling procedure was performed with the snowball.sampling R function from the netdep R library [50] .
The results of the viral marketing campaign planning based on the real network [49] samples are presented in table on Fig. 6 . Contrary to the synthetic networks' results, where the same strategy A11 was best in case of all three networks, in case of the samples of the real network, the rankings are more diversified.
When the 50% network is considered, the best-ranked strategy is the strategy A15, based on very low SF, higher PP (0.30), degree measure mediocre process length (14.1 iterations) and satisfying coverage (0.5075). Strategy A15 is followed by strategy A11, which uses smaller PP (0.20), which resulted in simulations in less dynamic process, leading to extending its duration to 17.9 iterations, but reducing the coverage almost by half, to 0.2685. The third position in the ranking belongs to strategy A55, which is based on 0.02 SF and 0.30 PP and results in efficiency results similar to the leading A15 strategy -13.3 iterations and 0.5106 coverage respectively. However, the costs of such approach are higher due to the increase of the SF. When the 30% and 10% networks are considered, the A15 strategy is ranked second in the former and sixteenth in the latter, which, as mentioned earlier, is in contrast to the observations made for synthetic BA networks.
The equal-weights TOPSIS analysis was followed by a sensitivity analysis of the top 20 strategies for each of the sampled networks (see Fig. 7 ). An overall observation of the figures allow to see that the rankings for the 50% and 30% networks are much more stable than in case of the 10% network. To illustrate that fact, one can notice that Fig. 3 ), this might suggest that a network obtained as a 10% sample of a real network is too small to maintain the stability of evaluation.
E. Comparison of rankings' evaluation accuracy
The research was concluded by a pairwise comparison of rankings based on equal weights for all analyzed networks. In the comparison, the scores and ranks of all strategies for each network were combined into a single table, ordered by the strategy name. This allowed to obtain correlation matrices for all the networks, presenting how correlated are the ranks (Table IV- The analysis of the correlation matrices allows to observe that the rankings for BA networks are highly correlated to the ranking for the real network with 0.9390 − 0.9799 correlation coefficient for scores and 0.9631−0.9800 coefficient for ranks, which means that the relation between them is almost linear. In turn, for the sampled networks, only the ranking for the 50% network achieved high correlation coefficient with the real network, equal to 0.8797 for scores and 0.9222 for ranks. This shows, that the results of the evaluation for the real network and the 50% sampled network are very similar, yet the computational power required to perform the evaluation is significantly smaller. On the other hand, the correlation coefficient values for scores and ranks for the 30% network are much lower, i.e. 0.6043 and 0.6837 respectively, and for the 10% even lower, i.e. 0.4171 and 0.4629 respectively. Such positive yet low values of correlation coefficients indicate there is a positive relation between the rankings obtained for the real network and its 10% and 30% snowball samples. However, the margin of error there might be too high to base the actual campaign on the strategies obtained for such small network samples.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Nowadays, when over 45% of the world population are active social media users [51] , information spreading in complex social networks begins to bring better results than traditional online advertising campaigns. Online marketers have begun 670 PROCEEDINGS OF THE FEDCSIS. LEIPZIG, 2019 Fig. 6 . Visualization of the top 20 alternatives from the TOPSIS evaluation of the campaign strategy planning on the real network [49] samples. to invest greater effort into seeding information into social networks and providing incentives to increase the information propagation probability within the networks. These increased efforts have opened the research area for providing evaluation of various social network advertising campaign strategies as well as supporting the process of their planning.
The approach presented in this paper provides a framework for multi-criteria planning of viral marketing campaigns in social networks and their evaluation, in which various preferences and criteria of the marketer are taken into account. The example criteria provided in this paper allow to choose the satisfactory campaign strategy considering the costs related to the seeding of the information and providing incentives to increase its propagation probability in relation to their effect on the process dynamics and obtained coverage.
The authors' contributions in this paper include:
• multi-criteria framework for evaluation of viral marketing campaigns in social networks;
• simulation engine and usage of synthetic network models and real network samples of limited size allowed to provide a viral marketing campaigns planning tool of reduced computational requirements;
• an example set of criteria was provided that allows to choose a satisfactory viral marketing campaign strategy based on multi-criteria consideration of its costs, dynamics and coverage; Fig. 7 . Ranking sensitivity analysis for the top 20 alternatives from the TOPSIS evaluation of the real network [49] samples. A1-A5 -10% network, B1-B5 -30% network, C1-C5 -50% network.
• the strategies' evaluation accuracy was compared between a full-size real network and a set of reduced-size synthetic and sample networks derived from the original network.
In practical terms, the empirical study has shown that while the synthetic networks, which were selected based on their Kullback-Leibler divergence, provided very similar results to the real network even when as little as 10% of nodes were used, in case of the sampled networks obtained with the snowball sampling approach provided satisfactory results only when the number of nodes was still relatively high. Also, while the rankings obtained from synthetic networks were stable, there was little stability of the rankings from the snowball sample networks.
All in all, the research has identified possible areas of improvement and future works. First of all, a more numerous set of sizes of sample network could be studied to verify how the network size affects its rankings' correlation to the real network's rankings. Secondly, only snowball sampling approach was used in the research. It would be beneficial to explore networks obtained with other sampling approaches. Last, but not least, the list of criteria could be expanded to allow more precise adjustment of the selected strategy to the marketer's needs.
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